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Overview:

At Uckfield College we will ensure that learners get the maximum benefit from their
education through an entitlement to regular feedback from staff. This will enable them to
understand their progress and achievement and apprise them of what they need to do next
to improve. The methods of marking work will be applied consistently throughout the school

Objectives:

1. To monitor, evaluate and review learners’ current stages of progress, and identify
their next steps for progress and improvement.

2. To give learners accurate feedback on their progress and achievement.
3. To celebrate and reward learners’ achievement and progress.
4. To agree and set challenging targets for improvement.
5. To standardise the marking procedures throughout the school.

Written Feedback is in the form of PIN comments:

All subject areas will provide a minimum of 1 PIN comment per 9 hours of curriculum time (or
at least 1 piece per term for curriculum areas that teach 1x per week) , although a HOD may
set higher expectations of their department. Any variation from this amount of PIN must be in
agreement with the SLT Line Manager of that department

Students should be made aware that a piece of work is to be PIN marked before they start it.

All marked extended writing (a paragraph or more) to include the teacher picking up to 3 key
spellings and writing them at the bottom of the work. This should be 3 spellings that are
important to the meaning of what they are trying to communicate and/or a subject-specific
term. The student copies each one out 3 times as a standard part of the feedback process
(as part of N work if it is a PIN; as an automatic response when they are handed back any
marked written work).

Marking will be Positive, give students strategies to Improve, and require a response that
they are going to do Now. The Now comment must be an actual implementation by the
students in response to the Improve comment and must not be what the student may do at
some point in the future. (N must be responded to within 1 week of being given back to
students to ensure maximum impact).

Positive - Be clear and specific about what is good, strong or accurate
Improve - Identify what skills and/or knowledge would improve the work
Now - Students must be given time to make the improvements you have suggested

All PIN comments must be recorded in the online student learning organiser so that students
have an easy reference point when looking at their curriculum targets. The learning
organiser will also share these comments with parents who can further support their child.



All PIN marked work must also be marked for SPAG using the school literacy codes:
Literacy codes:

Yellow = this is the bare minimum / non-negotiable for key pieces of marked extended writing
(a paragraph or more). For most departments, this will be for every piece of extended
writing.

Sp Incorrect spelling. Re-write the word using the correct spelling

C or circle Capital letter either missing or incorrectly used

// New paragraph needed to break  up your work

? A word is missing or a word/phrase cannot be read / the writing does not
make sense

P Punctuation is incorrect or missing, e.g no comma or full stop

T Verb tense error

Exp Poor expression/vocabulary choice

If a department wishes to develop additional subject specific codes related to skills in this
area, these must be shared with all students and be consistent across the department.

Homework:

The marking of homework is dependent on what is being asked of students:
● Work that is preparation for the next lesson must be acknowledged and used in the

next lesson.
● If it is a series of questions then these must be marked as correct or incorrect. It is

the expectation that the student corrects their mistakes.
● If it is an extended piece of written work then it must be PIN marked.

Heads of Curriculum areas can choose to implement their own departmental policy as long
as the above is adhered to as a minimum expectation.

Classwork that is not PIN:

It is the expectation that if a student is asked to complete an extended piece of written work
(more than 1 paragraph) that they receive verbal feedback. There is no expectation to record
this by the teacher or the student as we acknowledge that this is generally preparation for
the PIN work.

Teachers are expected to monitor the quality and completion of students' work throughout a
lesson/series of lessons and challenge appropriately if a student's quantity or quality of work
does not meet their expectations.



Heads of Curriculum areas can choose to implement their own department policy as long as
the above is adhered to as a minimum expectation.

It is the responsibility of the curriculum leader that this policy is followed by all staff
in their department


